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Adobe InDesign
There’s no question about using Adobe InDesign for your catalog creatoion and production, but 
you may have questions about how to capitalize upon it’s powerful tools and features.  

That is why we have provided this document as a guideline of the very best cataloging practices 
and powerful InDesign features that we have gathered from our experience working with catalog production and 
catalog prerpress since 1998 with some of the world’s most recogonizable brands.

Wheater you are a catalog brand just starting out, or an established brand with years of experience, we hope that 
you will find the information in this guide to be both useful and productive withing the scope of your own catalog 
production.
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Document Structure
It will be much easier for you to work with, modify, 
export, or convert your catalog if it is created at the 
actual finished size and as single pages.

If you catalog is for print, then start with “print” as 
your intent and choose “facing pages”, as this will 
allow you to see each spread as side-by-side pages 
just like the actual printed catalog.

If your catalog is not the same size as any InDesign’s 
default “presets”, then created your own document 
preset from the “File” menu so it will alwasy be avail-
able when you start a new catalog

Document Layers
Having a few key layers in your documents can help 
organize your information and make it much easier 
to version out your catalog.

The two most important layers are the “Art” layer 
as the base, and a “Type” layer above. Placing all 
of your images and graphics on the art layer, and 
all text frames on the type layer will make it much 
easier to update the text, shoudl you need multi-
language versions of your catalog, where you have 
a common art layert, and a different type layer for 
each language of your catalog, or a differnt text lay-
er for different personalization options.

Colors
Keeping your colors consistent across your docu-
ments will help you get reliable and predictable re-
sults when your catalog goes to print.

If your catalog is destined for print, then making 
your swatches CMYK, will provide you with the most 
accuate color in the printed version. 

If you have true spot colors printing in your catalog, 
make usre they are specified as “spot” color type in 
the color pallet. 

Whatever your colors are, just make sure to not use  
“Registration” black for your type as this will cause 
print registration issues for the press house.

Bleed & Slug
If your catalog has artwork or photos that touch the 
edge of the page, then you will need to account for 
bleed by setting your documents bleed amout. The 
typical amount of bleed is 1/8” or 9 points. Your 
bleed box will show up in InDesign with a red bor-
der just outside of your page box and it will have a 
red border. When you place your arrwork and im-
ages, make sure they stretch all the way out to the 
bleed box to allow for printing and trimming.

If you have printing information for the press house, 
such as run counts, advertising info, etc, then spec-
ify your “slug” dimensions to account for the space 
needed.



Text Variables
Adobe InDesign has extemely powerful set of text 
variables available for you to take advantage of such 
as automatic page numbering, automatic caption-
ing, and automatic dates.

By using text variables for your page numbering, you 
can freely move your spreads around in your catalog 
and never have to worry about the incorrect page 
number printing on your pages.

If your images contain metadata such as the prou-
duct name, SKU’s, and product descriptions, then 
“caption” variables can be used to automatically 
insert, and or update, the corresponding text infor-
mation just by placing or linking and image on the 
page.

Character & Paragraph Styles
Using paragraph and character styles in your cata-
log will make your results constant and save you a 
ton of time making edits. 

Paragraph styles can also be extremely powerful 
with the use of their “based on”, “next style”, and 
“nested styles” properties, as these features can 
help automate the styling of your text blocks by fol-
lowing a “cascading style” rules that you can set up 
within the individual style options widow.

Characater styles should only be used to style text 
setments or characters “inside” of  a paragraph 
(i.e; do not style a whole paragraph with character 
style!). Use character styles for items such as price, 
sku, savings, hilites, etc.
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Next Style
Next Style is one of the greate typographic features  
of InDesign and is found in the General section of 
the Paragraph Styles panel. It applies a different 
Paragraph Style to the paragraph after the current 
paragraph. This means that you can set up a repeat-
ing pattern of Styles and apply it to your text to auto-
matically format long blocks of text with pre-deter-
mined styles for a very effecient workflow.

Here is a link to some youtube videos showing the 
power of InDesign’s Next Style features:

h t t p s: //w w w.yo u t ub e.c o m /re s u l t s?s e arc h _
query=indesign+next+style

Nested Style
Nested style is another great feature that allows you 
to further refine and automate your styling of copy 
blocks and repeating patterns “within” your para-
graphs (such as pricing, discounts, sku numbers, etc.

With features such as “up-to”, “through”, and “ap-
ply after”, you can achieve consistant and automatic 
styling of your product copy blocks.

Here is a link to some youtube videos showing the 
power of InDesign’s Nested Style features:

h t t p s: //w w w.yo u t ub e.c o m /re s u l t s?s e arc h _
query=indesign+nested+style





Drop Shadows
When using InDesign’s drop shadow feature, always 
make sure to specify the color as “Black” ink only, 
and set the blending mode to “multiply”. By choos-
ing black ink only your drop shadows will not suffer 
from color casts on press since they will only be 1 
color, and the multiply mode will prevent the drop 
shadows from ghosting out on darker background 
such as images and colored pannels.

Images - Links
When you import a vector or raster graphic in In-
Linked artwork is connected to, but remains inde-
pendent of, the document. It’s a good choice when 
you will place artwork from different sources; for ex-
ample, .AI, .PSD, .PDF, and .JPEG files from Illustra-
tor, Photoshop, and other apps.

Embedded artwork is copied into the document at 
full resolution, making the document self-sufficient. 
Logos and small black and white illustrations are 
examples of commonly embedded elements in In-
Design.

For catalog production it’s best to alwasy “link” your 
images, as your color separator will be working with 
your native image files indpendant of the catalog. 

IMAGERY



000-000 (SP 01) F17 D3 Main.indd
Page Numbers

Spread Identifier

Season - Drop

Document Naming
Naming your documents by following a consistant naming convention can save your sanity when pages shuffle 
within your catalog. By utilizing a “Spread Identifier” within your document name, you will always have a reference 
to a spread that you can use to communicate with others, both inside and outside of your organization. Addition-
ally, at the beginning of your catalog project you don’t always know where a spread will land in the final printed 
catalog, you can insert “000_000” place holders into the name, and rename your documents “once” (at the final 
stage before printing).

By breaking your document naming into “sections” you can further avoid confusion during catalog production 
cycles. A good rule to follow is to break the name into 3 sections; first being the page numbers, second being the 
spread identifier, and third being the season and drop information. This 

alwasy put your spread identifier within parentheses right after your page numbers. 

Without a spread identifier, you might have to keep a cross-refernce spreadsheet to know where a spread came 
from and where it goes when they move, and they will most likely move around during the life of the catalog. Ad-
ditionally, having a spread refernced naming convention can help with automation of the production processes

• Every spread must have a unique identifier that remains constant throughout the life of the season. 

• If two or more versions of a spread are needed, then add a version indicator within the parenthesis and use 
letters only, as in example below: 
“000_000_(40vA)_W16D3_MAIN.indd“ 
“000_000_(40vB)_W16D3_MAIN.indd“

• If you choose to use your own internal version names, make sure they reside outside the parenthesis as per 
this example: “000_000_(40)_v3_W16D3_MAIN.indd“. 

• If you are working on 2 or more versions of a particular spread and at some point a decision is made to use 
one over the others, do not rename the spread by removing the version indicator, This can let everyone 
know that the other versions have been cancelled or moved to a later drop.

• Documents for a MAIN book should always be named with “MAIN” at the end. Naming cover spreads last 
folio  first as in “192_001_(FCBC Base)_SU16D1_MAIN.indd”. 

• Keep cover version names in the parenthesis as well: “192_001_ (FCBC React)_SU16D1_MAIN.indd“. 

• Keep single version pages together as a spread and indicate what page is common as in example below.



Catalog Maps
Long documents like catalogs tell a story as your 
products “flow” from page to page and from one 
product type to another. If you think of your catalog 
as a story, it will have different chapters for each of 
your product types and the order of these chapters 
will guide your customers through your story with a 
consistant flow and optimal presentation. 

 
During the design and prouduction cycle (and sub-
sequent revisions), the placement of your chapters 
may shuffle around within the catalog. Having a  
“thumbnail map” of your pages/chapters will help to 
keep everyone on track and make it much simpler to 
re-number your page folios correctly. 

TIP: InDeign “books” can help with this by automat-
cally re-numbering your page folios for you.
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